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HOW ?

Do we sustain our learners’ attention?

Do we keep them engaged in the content?

Do we make it fun and entertaining?

Do we make sure that learning is taking place?



SESSION AIMS

Give practical ideas of 

using online tools 

Give practical ideas for 

warmers/ice breakers/lead ins

Give ideas on how to add  a 

fun/engaging  twist to 

coursebook activities

Give ideas of 

reflective/closure activities, 

so essential within the 

process of learning



“Variety is the spice of life”



Warmers

Involve learners in doing 

A PUZZLE OF 

ACTIVITIES 



WHICH ONLINE TOOLS DO YOU MOST OFTEN USE?



A FEW ONLINE TOOLS ……

GOOGLE JAMBOARD

PADLET

GOOGLE FORMS/DOCS

RANDOM WORD GENERATOR

MENTIMETER

KAHOOT

QUIZZIZ

BAMBOOZLE

WORDWALL

DAVID BIRSS STORY DICE 

https://randomwordgenerator.com/question.php



WHY  GOOGLE JAMBOARD?
Engagement and 

collaboration

Easy to use , a real 

timesaver

and colourful !  



https://jamboard.google.com/d/1LTrWejv14WzTuOr_x8zRF

MCNeDwSCjsFY-3Pom9i2pc/viewer?f=3



WARMERS 

ICE BREAKERS

LEAD IN ACTIVITIES

Warmers

Use the chat box/google jamboard/ padlet

 CAPTURE YOUR DAY/WEEK……

IN ONLY SIX WORDS



WARMERS 

ICE BREAKERS

LEAD IN ACTIVITIES

SIX WORD MEMOIR  ACTIVITY

WRITE THE SENTENCE AND CAPTURE IT IN AN IMAGE



BUBBLE NUMBERS AND NAMES GAME

5

Andreea

14

Numbers, names or words related to

personal information

 Learners could write things they are

afraid of/like/hate ….



Warm up Emoji Or Emoji exit ticket

How you are feeling today?









WARMERS 

ICE BREAKERS

LEAD IN ACTIVITIES

START WITH 

QUESTIONS

RIDDLES, JOKES

FUNNY CAPTIONS

VISUALS, FLASHCARDS, REALIA 

OBJECTS

SCAVENGER HUNTS

DRAWINGS

GUESSING GAMES

FUNNY VIDEOS

AND………………….



If you were to write the score to the 

movie of your life, which two songs 

would you pick and why?

Or songs which represent their 

moods/different stages of their life 

ICEBREAKERS

You can use it as a lead in activity if the topic is entertainment/music/movie



Spotify Playlist

Students to get creative with their 

review. 

They work collaboratively on a shared 

Google Document to connect  the main 

ideas, concepts, themes from the 

chapter or unit  to MUSIC.

The goal is to use music, to inspire 

them to think more deeply about the 

ideas, concepts, or themes covered in a 

text or unit.



Imagine you have been living on a space station for a period 

of one year.

Suddenly the computers malfunction, and you have15 

minutes to evacuate to a space shuttle before all life support 

systems fail. 

You are  allowed to take  five items with you.

Explain why you chose your items.



You are to create a self-portrait.

Crayons and paper or a graphics program may 

be used.

Explain why you included the elements that you 

did and what influenced your  decisions in 

creating your portrait.

PORTRAIT

USE PADLET/CANVA/PAINT

Artistic  ability is not essential! 



Give an engaging  twist to 

the coursebook

With your peer partner, find/search  the name of a 

well-known person such as a politician or movie 

star/ an organization that has some relationship to 

today’s  topic.

Explain how the person/organization relates

to the topic.

TODAY’S TOPIC



Find various graphics that represent the skills 

you bring to the future team/company

Draw a graphic representation of a medieval 

shield with all the symbols of expertise on your 

team.

Medieval Shield

IF THE TOPIC IS JOBS/WORK/PC 

GAMES  …

USE PADLET/CANVA/PAINT OR JUST PAPER 



WARMERS 

ICE BREAKERS

LEAD IN ACTIVITIES

SPEAKING ACTIVITIES

While they are speaking, they should try avoid using the words ..

Each time they do this their partner will tick off the words 

If their partner ticks off any word three times they must stop speaking.



WARMERS 

ICE BREAKERS

LEAD IN ACTIVITIES

FUN DEBATES 

GOOGLE  FIGHTS

IDEAS: WINTER VS SUMMER

CATS VS DOGS

MARVEL VS DC COMICS

AMONG US VS LEAGUE OF

LEGENDS

MOVIES VS BOOKS

…………………



WARMERS 

ICE BREAKERS

LEAD IN ACTIVITIES

REFLECTIVE/CLOSURE ACTIVITIES

EXIT TICKETS
Consolidate what the learners have 

learnt

Establish a sense of achievement

Draw attention to the end of a 

learning process

Journal Entry

You can also make journal writing a routine 

for closure. 

Students can write 3-5 vocabulary words and 

use them in a sentence.

Be the Teacher -Students present three key ideas they 

think everyone should have learned 

Sell It To Us- write a jingle that explains the main idea of 

the lesson. 



ONE WORD/TWO WORDS

DRAW ONE WORD FROM TODAY’S LESSON



USE SHARED SCREEN/JAMBOARD/PADLET OR THEY COULD WRITE ON MINIBOARD PAPER





SAMPLE LESSON FOR YOUNG 

LEARNERS



Presentation stage with visuals



CREATE A POSTER WITH 

HEALTHY AND UNHEALTHY 

THINGS

Reading activity





Why poetry?

Why not?

https://www.thedaringenglishteacher.com/2017/04/make-

poetry-fun-with-blackout-poetry.html

A GREAT WAY TO DECONSTRUCT AND

RECONSTRUCT A TEXT







 Bring fun into the classroom

 Be patient with your students

 Exploit visuals

 Use realia/flashcard

Break down the lesson and make it

digestible

Make your students feel valued

Present your best (online) self

Vary activities in all possible ways



USEFUL  WEBSITES

https://www.insightstoenglish.com/student-projects/

https://www.liveworksheets.com/

https://randomwordgenerator.com/question.php

https://wheelofnames.com/

https://davebirss.com/storydice-creative-story-ideas/

https://www.googlefight.com/

https://thekidshouldseethis.com/



CAMBRIDGE HANDBOOKS

TIMESAVER SERIES





TEACHING is like a balancing act. Just the right amount 

of push with a touch of fun will go a long way in 

showing that you are the best teacher for the job!




